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In evaluating the horrible slaughter of White people that
history has labeled a s World War 11, we must carefully keep in mind
that this murderous and insane tragedy was basically a Jewish war,
instigated by world Jewry, planned by them long in advance, orthe Kehilla from beginning to the end, and there was
One winner-the
Jews. It was
just a war against Germany.
but another major step in euchering the White Race to turn on
itself and destroy its precious and unique GENE POOL. Indeed,
it was for the sole benefit and bloodlust of the pernicious parasite
that has fastened itself onto all the important nerve centers of power
throughout the
We must
keep in mind that
War
11,
targeted On the
was a cunning, but
major step in the Jews' centuries old program of ~ESTROYING
THE BEST FIRST. It was neither the first such step, nor by any
means their last, in their long historic program of warfare and
genocide against the White Race.
Germany, lying in the heart of Europe, and being revived and
unified under the brilliant leadership of Adolf Hitler in the 1930's.
was a major prize, whatever its destiny. It was the most energetic,
most advanced and most progressive nation in the world a t that
time, leading in science, culture and genetic advancement, and
under the dynamic leadership of Hitler, could have, and would
have, rid the world of its most pervasive and sinister parasiteInternational Jewry. With it also would have been forever
eradicated the Jews' long standing parasitic debt -based monetary
system which now holds the whole world in its clutches.
Germany indeed was a major prize
for the White Race, and a prize that had
to be smashed if world Jewry was to survive and continue to carry on its longestablished plan of undermining the
White gene pool, step by step, until
ultimately the Jews were in a position of
destroying the White Race altogether in
one final thunderclap. Let us make no
mistake about it-the Jews have worked
on their master plan a long time and the
destruction of Germany was by no means
the first outburst of diabolical hate and
destruction against the White Race. If we
look down the long corridors of history we
find that the Jews were already highly active and organized 3500 years ago in
mongrelizing and destroying White
Egypt. It was, in fact, Egypt which was
the incubation ground of the Jewish racial
religion and its ongoing conspiracv.
(Read again the Stom of Joseph and his
Brethren, W.L. No. 59) The dews were b~i-xlmey&. ir c u : Q ' n - C:~TJT? t h o rr(;-,l.?

.

and creative civilization of Ancient
Greece, the finest specimen of humanity
in all history. The Jews deliberately set
about destroying their unique and irreplaceable gene pool by mongrelization
and the Jews brazenly brag about it in
their Protocols of 1489. The Jews were
t h e degenerative solvent t h a t
disintegrated the virile and robust Roman
race and its powerful empire. The Jews
held a special hatred for the Romans for
being everything the Jews were not, a
pathological hatred that was matched
only by the Jews' hatred for the Germans
in more modern history. They destroyed
the great and admirable Roman gene
pool with two major devices-by their
lucrative slave trade and by infecting the
minds of the Romans with the virulent
bacillus of Christianity. Rome, too, came
down in ruins, and all of Europe (the
White Race) fell into 1 3 0 years of the
Dark Apeo.
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in more recent times in which the outburst of Jewish destruction and hatred for
the White Race manifested itself that I
want to mention before we get back to
Germany. That painful and tragic outrage
of wanton destruction, White Men killing
White Men, occured right here in the
heart of America some 125 years ago.
History has dubbed it as America's Civil
War. It was, in fact, a brutal, insane mass
slaughter of Nature's Finest, inflamed, instigated and directed by Nature's most
virulent parasite-the despicable and
repugnant Jew. In this senseless and
horrible war White people killed other
White people in a mass orgy on a scale
that was unparalleled since the Thirty
Years War of 1618-48 in the heart of
Many of the brutal and vicious tactics us& on (jamanyd,,,.ing and afts the
war were already inflicted on the White
people of the south nearly a century
earlier in America. The wanton destruction of Sherman's march through the
South, burning Atlanta to the ground,
cutting a 60 mile swath eastward to the
Atlantic and destroying farms, homes.
plantations and cities, and every other
basic resource in their path. then turning
northward and on into South ~arolina,
this, too, was an explicit example of
Jewish hatred and vengeance against the
White Race. In fact, may of the vicious
tactics and programs employed against
the Germans during and after the war
had already been tried and tested against
the White Southerners during and after
the Civil War. It was indeed a typical
demonstration of a long standing Jewish
goal-the murder, mutilation and
mongrelization of the best of the White
Race, whenever they could seize the
opportunity.
In the second part of this article I
want to focus on the multitude of
measures the victorious "Allies" (read
White stooges manipulated by Jews) took
to ensure the slow strangulation of the
German people after the war was over.
But before I do so, I want to review the
ghastly and wanton destruction of the
German cities other than Dresden, and
particularly, the massive and unrelenting
terror inflicted upon the great German
seaport and city of Hamburg.
At this juncture it is necessary to
clarify the civilian bombing of cities during this horrendous war. On May 10,
1940, as soon as Churchill (the drunken
Jewish stooge) was ushered in a s Prime
Minister, he-announced that the bombing of Germany's civilian population
would commence. At this time Hltler
stood at the threshold of victory over the
French and British armies, a brilliant victory that six w e e b later cdmlnated in the
occupation of France and the debacle of
the Rrittsll forces at Dunkirk. HttIor him6

nor the British Empire and her colonies.
In fact, he repeatedly expressed his admiration for both as a measure of respect
for the constructive achievements in the
realm of colonization and civilization for
which the best of the White Race can
point with pride. He extended the hand
of friendship to Britain and offered a
peaceful settlement. But the Jews behind
that drunken lout of a Churchill wanted
killing-more White people killing White
people, and the British R.A.F. commenced the random and wanton bombing of
German cities to inflict a maximum of
death and destruction among the civilian
population. his sadistic and unnecessary
pursuit was promulgated and carried out
for no other reason t h a n sheer
bloodlust-the Jews wanted the White
people to kill and destroy as many of
Naturess Finest as they pasible could, for
as long a s they could, until Europe lay in
ruins and utter exhaustion. This decision
on the part of Churchill was to cost Brltain dearly. The smouldering, blackened
ruins of London, E i v e ~ o l vCoventry and
many other British cities bore sllent
testimony to this stupid mistake. Let
history record, however, that Hitler did
not want any extension of this insane
slaughter, a i d he resisted retaliation on
British cities for three months after Churchill launched his bombing raids on German cities.
Be that a s it may, with the massive
production facilities of the American factories and the military might of the
United States joining into the fray of
White people killing each other, it was
Germany who paid the moat horrible
price in people killed and cities smashed
into rubble. As the war escalated, the
hate the Jews managed to inflame increased accordingly, and when the war
ended in 1945, for every Briton killed by
German bombs, nine Germans were killed by "Allied" bombs-a scenario that the
Jews had long planned and their goyim
stooges carried out with bloodthirsty
efficiency.

"The sadistic and unnecessary bombing of German cities was promulgated
and carried out for no 0ther reason than sheer
bloodlust."

------------It is not my purpose here to review
.
I
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the multitude of needless slaughters and
massacres of that insane war on behalf
of International Jewry. I do, however
want to describe, if possible, the horrors
of this terrible Jewish Purim as inflicted
on the second largest city in Germmy, a
fat^ shareri ,not on9v:wr Dresden, hu: crac-
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tensive heat. Mixed in with this molten
glass and metal were mounds of molten
half human remains.
tically every city in Germany.
Hamburg was a beautiful Hanseatic
It will be a long time before these
city of 2 million souls. The city straddled shelters will be opened again, and when
the romantic Alster River immortalized they are, men will look upon dghts that
by the "Moonlight on the Alster" waltz. mankind has never before witnessed, and
Its long, 1000 year history was reduced hopefully will never again.
Martin Caidin, one of the world's
to a rubble of cinder and ashes as the
Jews manipulated the "Allied" forces to leading authorities on military science
implement their long planned "Operation subjects, described the bombing of HamGomorrah". Does this sound familiar? It burg as "Standing out as the worst of the
should. The Jews lifted it directly out of disasters visited upon civilization during
their fiendish Old Testament. This the insanity of the Second World War."
High on our list of priorities, along
magnificent old German city, one of the
major seaports of Europe, was targeted with Dresden, that must be avenged, is
to die in a fiery rain of death and destruc- the brutal murder of the great city of
Hamburg. RAHOWA!
tion from the skies.
By April 30, 1945, Adolf Hltler was
In ten terrible days, from duly 24 to
August 3,1943, concentrated and peteis- dead and a week later Germany surtent "Allied" bombing reduced to rubble rendered. The war in Europe was over,
more than 6000 acres of this great city. but the war against the German people
This consiste of an area almost equivalent continued with unabated fury and hatred.
to ten square miles of densely populated Now that the German people were
housing. During those ten horrendous leaderless and defeated, their cities
days an estimated 100,000 people were smashed to rubble, the cream of their
murdered to satisfy the Jewlsh bloodlust. manhood dead in the battlefields stretMany more were crippled, maimed and ching from Afrlca to the farflung steppes
of Russia, the Jews were in an unfettered
disfigured.
The method devised by these fien- position to wreak further death and
dish murderers was relatively simple and destruction on what was left of a destitute
extremelv effective. The first wave of German nation. In what follows we must
bombers would release thousands of remember that whereas originally all the
high-explosive bombs on the city. This invective and hatred had seemingly been
would keep the population, especially the focused on Hitler, the real aim of the Jews
fire-fighting service, in their shelters. The was the destruction. pollution and
next wave of bombers coming in rained diminution of the German gene pool, to
down a multitude of magnesium bombs reduce it to the rubble they had wreaked
setting fire to the city, a large part of on the German cities and the total Gerwhich consisted of medieval, half- man landscape.
timbered Elizabethan style houses that
With their goyim stooges completehad formerly attracted tourists from all ly in their tow and ready to front for them,
over the world. These type of buildings, the Jews now had a free hand in slicing
the destroyers had correctly calculated, up the German nation and heaping torwould burn readily and offer the most ture, humiliation and misery on the
potential victims per square mile.
defeated German people. They made the
During those 10 days, it has been most of it and had a field day. They imconservatively estimated that Hamburg posed upon the Germans what even TIME
was struck by 1200 landmines, 30.000 Magazine (Jew controlled) called
high explosive bombs, and 3,000,000 "history's most terrifying peace" ever instick incendiary bombs. The phosphorous flicted on a defeated nation. Actually,
bomb. perhaps the most macabre even today, 1989, forty four years later,
weapon designed in this category, was whereas we signed a peace treaty with
dropped especially on the civilian areas Japan a long time ago, still no peace treaof the city. Of these, 80 thousand 100 ty as such has been signed with the Gerpound phosphorous bombs were drop- man people. What is left of Germany toped, plus 500 phosphorous cannisters day is occupied territory. With 360,000
and 500 phosphorous incendiaries.
American troops (many of them niggers)
The ensuing firestorm that enveloped still on German soil, Germany is still a
the city is impossible to describe a s are slave state. Whereas these American
the scenes of horror in which tens of troops supposedly are there as a NATO
thousands of people were burned to force to act as a deterrent against Rusdeath. Still the bombers kept coming. sian invasion, the real reason for their
The shrieking wind kept feeding the presence there is to protect the Jews, who
engulfing inferno, a firestorm wind so now again are in control of Germany,
powerful that huge balks of timber. debris from the German people. The fact is the
of all kinds, walls of destroyed buildings, Jewish war against the German people
trucks and cars, all were hurled by has never ceased and is being waged with
screaming winds along the flaming a full fury to this very day.
streets. Burning men, women and
Treaty or no treaty, let us review the
children were caught up as helplessly as Draconian "peace" imposed on the Gerleaves in a swirling inferno.
man people following their defeat in 1945.
Underground in the shelters, groups
The abiltiy of any nation to sustain
of people, especially families, clung the life of its people is supported by these
together in semi-darkness. Families em- main pillars: (a) land, which includes all
braced. Mothers held their children tlght- its natural resources, (b) labor, which enly, trying to murmur comforting words. compasses both brawn and brains, and
Thus they died, trapped in the increasing (c) capital, which means not only finances
heat of the deadly shelters. None of the and credits but also plants and equipflames that raged high above them in the ment. We shall see how the Jews set
streets ever touched them, but the heat about in a diabolically planned strategy
inside continued to rise until it melted to destroy all three of these underpinnings
glass, kitchen utensib, and even the brick to make certain the German people
walls glowed red inside these ovens of in- would be left a crippled shadow of their

(Continued from Page 1)

former self. The Jews did to the German
people what they had done to the
defeated Confederate South some eighty
years earlier. They were masters of
destruction and had learned their lessons
well. Germany was another major step in
their fiendish program of destroying the
White gene pool, of "destroying the best
first". They had done it to the leadership
of the French people (the best) during the
French Revolution 150 years earlier.
They had done it to the White people of
the American South 80 yeare earlier. And
now, in 1945, they were sefflng the stage
for doing their diabolical number on the
German people for the second time.
Although they had inflicted tremendous
damage on the German people during
and after World War I, nevertheless when
Hitler came to power their program
backfired on them. This time they wanted
to make sure the dynamic German gene
pool was crippled and mongrelized
forever. Their plans called for several
basic strategies. '

Extermination By
Overcrowding

former virile body was now a mere basket
case.
Germany had historically suffered
from overcrowding-too many people for
too little "LebensraumU-living space.
After World War I their homeland was
reduced from 208,830 square miles (the
State of Texas has 267,339 square miles)
to 181,699 square miles. After W.W.11
this was further slashed to 133,000
square miles (half the size of Texas). This
included what is now Communist East
Germany. West Germany itself is further
reduced to a mere 95,976 square miles.
Into this small space are crowded some
61 million people.
The Potsdam conference gave tacit
permission for driving Germans off of land
that had formerly been their homelands
for hundreds of years. It said specifically
"the transfer to Germany of German
populations. or elements thereof, remaining in Poland, Czechoslavakia and
Hungary, will have to be undertaken".
The countries such as Poland, etc. needed no encouragement in driving the Germans out and possessing their farms and
homes. In fad, some 15 million Germans
were driven out under the most brutal
conditions-half a million from Hungary,
nearly 3 million from Czechoslavakia,
and the rest from Poland and Russia. Of
these, over 3,000,000 Germans perished
of hunger, brutality and other atrocities.
About 4,000,000 were deported to
Eastern Europe and Russia a s slaves.
Hungry, desolate, with only the clothes
on their backs. those who escaped death
or slavery crowded into an already
desperate and overcrowded German
rump.
All this was no accident. While
mouthing pious shibboleths a t Yalta, the
Big Three with Jewish manipulation had
planned just such a scenario for "killing
the best".

Whereas a t Yalta the Big Three
Jewish Stooges, Roosevelt, Churchill and
Stalin, had piously announced to the
world that they reaffirmed their "faith in
the principles of the Atlantic Charter"
they were lying through their filthy teeth.
The Atlantic Charter had hypocritically
promised "No aggrandizement of territory"; "no territorial changes that do not
accord with the freely expressed wishes
of the peoples concerned"; "the right of
the people to choose the form of government under which they live". It was all
nothing more than sucker bait. When
Roosevelt and Churchill mouthed the
Jewish script at their first meeting, they
lied flagrantly and deliberately, a s they
did again with their Communist cohort,
Joseph Stalin, a t Yalta. When it came to
Destroying the
divvying up the spoils of war, a gruesome
Pillar of Labor
harvest was unveiled to the German peoThere were three main fronts on
ple. The meeting a t Potsdam decided
their fate. The German Reich was soon whkh the Jews proceeded in pulling down
severely amputated. What was left of its
(Continued on Page 3)
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what was left of German manpower after
the devastating ravages of the war itself.
Basically, these were (a) enslavement, (b)
denazification, and (c) physical incapacitation through undernourishment
(starvation). Although at Potsdam it was
again piously re-iterated that "It is not the
intention of the Allies to enslave the
German people", nevertheless when
Breslau and Berlin surrendered (in Russian occupation territory) long columns of
German prisoners marched eastward
towards huge depots near Leningrad,
Moscow. Minsk, Stalingrad. Kiev.
Kharkov and Sevastopol. AU fit men marched 22 miles a day. Those partially handicapped went in handcarts, or carts pulled by spare beasts. Most of these handicapped prisoners died on the way.
Those that made it joined into the slave
labor camps of the Russians, a vast army of some 10 to 20 millions. mainly
political prisoners, or designated a s
"political unreliables". Few of these Germans have ever returned to German soil
again.
But Russia was not the only one
utilizing German prisoners for slave labor.
According to the Red Cross, France had
680,000 former German soldiers slaving
for her in August, 1946. Of these 475.000
had been captured by the United States
and turned over to France. These performed slave labor under the most
abominable conditions. In a camp in the
Sarthe district for 20,000 prisoners, inmates received only 900 calories a dayplainly a starvation level. Twelve died in
the hospital every day. Similar conditions
existed in camps in the Charentes district.
in the Orleans camp, and elsewhere.
Great Britain, who claims to be the
motherlode of democracy, had, according to the Red Cross, some 460,000
German prisoners slaving for her, and as
in the case of France. were bringing in a
handsome profit for the War Office. The
British government netted over
$250,000,000 annually from its slaves,
and the government frankly called itself
the "owner" of these enslaved prisoners.
Is slavery dead? By no means. S o much
for the cradle of democracy.

...

Meanwhile the German homeland
itself was in shambles, the cities were
piles of rubble, the former factories.
machinery, electric power plants smashed and the farms neglected and run down.
Whereas her manpower, as we have seen
from the foregoing. was severly depleted.
the Germans are a very resilient and competent people. There was a massive
rebuilding job of their country that had
to be done and the Germans were
desperately frying to get started-clean
up the rubble, get some housing. get the
farms back into producing food. It was a
matter of life and death-a grim matter
of survival.
But the Occupation Forces. controlled by Jew power, threw a monkey wrench
into that vital and urgent program also.
They had to de-nazify the German
population first-a purely political and
ideological maneuver to satisfy the ego
and the sadistic hatred harbored by the
Jews. The Nazi party was now outlawed
by decree and all former Nazis were
declared as criminals per se. Since Adolf
Hitler and the Nazi party had been the
most popular form of government the
Germans had ever enjoyed, and since the
overwhelming majority of Germans had
been enthusiastically loyal to the Nazi
leadership, just about any and every competent and loyal German had either been
a member or a supporter of the Nazi party, especially those of leadership quality.
These very people, who were now so
necessary in gefflng the nation back on
their feet, were now branded a s criminals
and were either incarcerated in prison, or
were relegated to such menial labor as
digging ditches. Only former traitors, incompetents, aliens and Jews were now
allowed to hold positions of authority, and
it is easy to see what a dabacle such
policy, dictated by the "Allied" high command, would cause. It would, of course,
cause chaos in any undertaking. but it
was especially deadly in a nation that was
desperately struggling to survive.
Meanwhile, the German people were
starving, homeless, disorganized and being constantly harassed by their Jewish
tormentors. They were being taught
DEMOCRACY with a vengeance. They

could choose any kind of government except the kind they most needed and
wanted. They were free to choose their
leaders except those most competent to
do the job. The fact is they were not free
to do anything. They were utter slaves being ground into the dirt by their Jewish
slave masters. Although today the German people have rebuilt their country
despite all the handicaps imposed upon
them, they are still slaves in the hands of
their Jewish conquerors.
There is one lesson we Creators can
learn from this episode of de-nazification.
If it is morally acceptable to de-nazify the
German Nation, then it is equally moral
for us to de-Judaize the Jews. Whereas
the Jews deemed the Nazi philosophy as
harmful to their parasitic way of life.
history has proven that Judaism is a
thousand times more deadly to our own
survival. Let us keep that in mind when
we, the White Race, regain control of our
own destiny. Delenda est Judaica!

The Looting and Sacking
of Germany.
Having cut up the geographic entity
of Germany like a carcass of beef hanging from a hook. the "Allies" immediately proceeded to loot the individual Germans. Since the High Command had
branded all Nazis a s criminals, and since
all Germans were deemed as Nazis
anyway, every man, woman and child
was considered fair game, lower than an
animal, to be looted, stripped and sacked by any American G.I., nigger. or Russian soldier at will.
The serious looting by the Russians
was conducted officially, systematically
and thoroughly. Every house and apartment was entered, searched and stripped
of everything at once valuable and
movable-wrist watches, jewery, silverware, works of art, clothing, household
appliances, and money. Stores, shops
and houses were ransacked. Farms were
denuded of farm animals, machinery,
seed reserves, wine and food stocks. (All
this is reminiscent of what happened to
my family in Russia during the Communist Revolution, especially during the
years between 1918 and 1922.)
Telephones were removed from
residences and telephone lines and equip-
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by Ron Quinn

WEY ]<NOW THE TRUTH
A BOUT THE HOLOCAUST..

(Continued on Page 9)

ITS NOTHING RUTA BIG

WE CAN'T SEEM TO
CONVl NC E THE WORLD,
THERE REALLY WAS
A HOLOCAUSK

I
I

A JEW CAN'T STAND THE TliOUGHT,
OF A WHITE IvlAtv' LAUGHING ABOUT
THE HOLOCAUST.

Page 3

ment were dismantled. Automobiles,
trucks, even fire engines were seized.
Everything not nailed down was hauled
away. The German standard of living
deliberately had to be lowered to where
it was worse than that of the poorest
peasants in Communist Russia.
Outside of the fact that the Russian
occupation forces were equal in size to the
combined occupation forces of the
Western powers, nevertheless t h e
American sectors were equally criminal
and flagrant in the business of looting a s
were the Russians. Although the average
G.I. did not suffer from poverty as did the
Russians, they somehow made up for it
in their arrogant and wanton vandalism
with which they destroyed that which
they did not steal. Millions of dollars
worth of rare items varying from intricate
Zeiss lenses to butter and cheese and
costly automobiles were destroyed
through sheer vandalism. T h e y seemed
to ruin everything, including the simplest
personal belongings of the people in
whose houses they were billeted", wrote
one correspondent of the Chicago Daily
News.
Such was the wholesale looting,
practiced by the average soldier, and the
higher authorities not only took no steps
to curb it, but silently condoned it.
However, the official Allied Control Council promulgated a number of decrees that
would deliberately make certain German
recovery never would exceed the average
living standards of other European Countries (which, under Hitler. Germany far
outdistanced). Anything they deemed a s
"excess" (we are talking about an entire
nation that was in rubble and starving to
death) shall be taken a s plunder or
destroyed. In short, the prostrate German
economy must be quartered and its flesh
fed to other economies, a project that has
aptly
been
called
"economic
cannibalism".
But this was not the end of the
looting by the victorious conquerors. The
Jews resorted to their oldest and most effective scam of all, one that they have used countless times in history and by
means of which they continue to loot all
nations throughout the world. The
"Allies" all in their respective occupation
zones printed huge amounts of bogus
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BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS
dOG Update:
Rev. Williams,

Greetings from the dungeons of
dOG. May this letter find you in excellent
spirit and health.
As you already know by now, we
were victorious in North Carolina regarding the c m e of the slain sodomites and
burned-up pornographic book store.
Doug [Sheets] was aquitted on 26 May
and charges were subsequently dropped
against me also. Once again, as in Ft.
Smith, Arkansas, a Jury of aU-White,
working-class citizens saw through 3
weeks of lying federal and state agents,
informants. race-traitors (Glenn Miller &
Robert Stoner). assorted mongrels and
similar scum. Our religious and political
bellefa were put on trial since there was
no phyeical evidence that could put us at
the scene of the purported crime (rapture)
The Clweland County District Attorney,
William Young, alleged that our motive
was based soley on Leviticus 20:13 and
a "fanatical desire to cleanse America of
anything unpure". This must really have
the Jews foaming a t the mouth. The not
guilty verdicts (on all 16 counts) sends a
strong message, not only to the Jews and
thelr bureaucratic pupwb, but also to the
sick segment of society who. for too long,
have violated the laws of Nature and
Nature's God with impunity. No longer
can the government enter a courtroom
and expect to get a jury of 12 brainwashed goyim, who are swayed by Jewish
fables and commandments of men.
I appreciate that YOU published my
letter and fund appeal in RL No. 50. This
same fund appeal was published in
newsletters throughout the Movement,
but very little money has been raised.
Houston Attorney, Kirk Lyons, did head
up the defense team, but ended up spending several hundred dollars of his own
money for transportation, motel, and
other expenses. It in no wonder lawyers
shy away from the right wing movement.
Fortunately, Kirk is not motivated by
greed a s 99.9 percent of all other lawyers
are.

exist at the federal penttenin Marion,
Illinois. We are isolated from other inmates, locked down in our cells at all
times, and allowed no phone calls. I guess
you could call this the federal death
a 2'x 8' tomb, complete with
penalty
shower and commode. I am in constant
need of something educational to read. I
hate to ask for anything, without being
able to pay for it, but would you send me
any or all of PonMfex Klassen's books?
Also, make a note of my address change
and continue to send me the RL
newspaper.
In the service of my king and saviour,
Robert E. "Jack" Jackson
P.O. Box 1000 ( J H V)
Leavenworth, Kansas 66048-1000

-

The Ladiem Speak

Dear Pontifex:
Enclosed is $17.00. Please send me
a 1 year subscription to Racial Loyalty
and 1 each of issues No. 48 & 49.
Keep up the good work. Your books
are becoming very popular up here and
our "Truth Seekers Group" h a s
dktributed about 50 copies around the
country. Some folks take a little longer
than others, but they wtll get there.
Enclosed is Rudyard Kipling's poem
[see box this page] WHEN THE SAXONS
BEGlN TO HATE. You may have run it
in a past issue but it may be time to print
it again for new readers. Thank you.
Sincerely.
Jan Diehl
Alaska
Dear Creators,
1 received your complementary
package of back i-ues of Rocfa;Low/ty. I agree with a lot you have to say,
especially the part about religlon playing
such a destructive part in our society.
Your organization is so explosive that I
like :o remain anonynlous for the
time being, at least until can get my
bearings and digest what I am learning.
The militant stand of your organization
scares me, but I certainly believe in many
of the things you say and teach, and i'm
very concerned about the future of the
White Race-not so much for myself but
for my children and their children. I can
see very well that if the present racial integration persists, eventually we will all
thing we do* be a shade of brown at best.
let's kill all the h ~ y e r ~ . " You mentioned many things in your
newspapers that I had already figured
Wm'
11564-16161
out, especially with the aid of my mother
"I
King
who is quite sharp. We already knew that
Part k Act N *
39
lne
86 the tanker "spill" was planned. If you will
get some old newspapers back when we
had the last oil "crisis", I think you will
Doug and I were returned to Leaven- find that there was one tanker after
worth Federal Penitentiary, where weare another that went down. I remember
both serving 20 year sentences for remarking about it at the time, that it was
weapons and explosives, on 7 June. We just TOO obvious. They were dumping oil
were hformed that we are under in- as fast a s they could in order to drive up
vesttgation and are possibly facing more the prices.
charges for an alleged conspiracy to
II am very anti-religion and have
,escape from Leavenworth. Of course. this studied it thoroughly. I was a fundamenis a federal conspiracy and L also being tallst Jehovah's Witness for 20 years
used to cover up t h e assasslna- (brainwashed). I remember, In my
tion/murder of my 21-year-old brother religious days, agonizing over the fact
pony Wydra] in January.
that 1 didn't have the "faith" of Abraham
While we were In North Carolina, a because I knew I was not capable of killnew "special housing unit" opened up ing my child id God were to ask me to do
here in Leavenworth. We had reserva- so. It never occured to me that God was
tions waiting for us when we arrived. The requesting Abraham to MURDER his
facilities here are basically the same that son. I know for a fact that the religious
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BEWARE: THE WRATH O F THE AWAKENED SAX
AND THE WORLD TREMBLED IN FEAR
By Rudyard Kipling [I865

- 19361

It was not part of their blood,
It came to them very late
With long arrears to make good.
When the SAXONS began to hate.
They were not easily moved,
They were icy-willing to wait
Ti11 every count should be proved,
Ere the SAXONS began to hate.
Their voices were wen and low,
Their eyes were level and straight
There was neither sign nor show,
When the SAXONS began to hate.
It was not preached to the crowd,
It was not taught by the State
No man spoke it aloud,
When the SAXONS began to hate.
It was not suddenly bred,
It will not swiftly abate
Through the chilled years ahead,
When Time shall count from the date
That the SAXONS began to hate.

mindset of the majority of people is
destructive at best and immoral and illegal in all probability. The Bible is full
of stories that would curl the hair of the
average person if they were to take the
time to analyze the situation.
Et constantly amazes me how Christians and Jews are so concerned over
"racism" and yet their book is the most
racist book on earth. The Jews invented
racism. The Bible is full of stories of how
God told Israei to go into Canaan and
other countries and kill every man,
woman, and child so that their religious
practices would not influence them, and
they were not to marry outside of their
own ~ e o p l e . When the Isralites left
Babylon, many took their foreign wives
and children with them, but they were
told by God to *'putthem away." I'm not
sure if that meant to divorce their wives
and abandon their children, or to kill
them off. 1 have an exhaustive concordance but it doesn't cover the term “put
away" regarding these wives and
children, so I can only assume that it
means to kill them off. If it meant divorce
it would only apply to the wives, but this
is in regard to children a s well. Ezra, the
10th Chapter.
It is my contention that the Jews will
never be conquered as long a s the Bible
has credibility. To destroy the Jews and
the Christians, one must destroy their
BOOK which is the foundation stone of
their insanity. Widely exposed, it would
change the fate of our world for the
better.
P'm enclosing $20.00 for a subscription to your paper.
Most sincerely,
A concerned White lady.
Arizona
Dear Rev. Williams,
Thank you for the 8 book package
and your letter accepting me as a
Creator. Many hours of my days are
taken up with reading the truth of Pontiiex Maximus, leaving the everyday
trivialities (chores) for tomorrow.
I came to the decision to contribute
my humble abilities, in whatever capaci-

ty, to the advancement of our goals. 1 had
a phone conversation with Alexi Erlanger
today; he very much appreciates my
decision.
Respectfully,
Margaret Fenish
Florida
Dear Hasta,
I just had a baby last December and
have been so busy. MYson who is 8 helps
me distribute your literature. He openly
hates niggers. He is into martial arts and
beat 5 of them at once a t school.
MY mom loves to read C.0.T.C.
books, and does SO every night. She
wants to purchase 2 RAHOWA! books.
%$is enclosed for these plus a donation.
There is a good chance that we could
get lucky so hang in there!
Andrea Dietrich
Minnesota
Dear Rev. Williams.
I am writing to thank you for the
many copies of Racial Loyalty and the
booklets you sent me. I will make sure
that all of them are distributed. I also
want to thank you for the kind letter and
it meant a lot
words of encouragement
to me.
About my personal situation, first,
my husband is convinced that I'm
somehow being "brainwashed" by the information you've sent to me. He says that
I am going to have to be "deprogrammed". I think it's the other way around, personally. I believe I was "brainwashed" for
the first 27 years of my life, and your
literature is now helping to "deprogram"
me. Secondly, the Baptist minister from
my old church came by the house while
I was away visiting my family. He asked
my husband if I was over "MY PROBLEM" [CREATMTY] yet and ready to
come back to church? That should give
you some idea of my situation. Yes, I
would like to make contact with some
other Creators in my area.
Best Wishes,
Donna
Washington

-

(Continued on next page)

Racial Loyalty

Good Newm & Bad
in dew York

BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS
(Continued from Page 4)
Dear Hasta,
We received the last issue of Racial
Loyalty and really enjoyed it. We don't
know how you d o it, but it sure is
refreshing to recelve RL every month, ON
TIME, and with such quality. When I
come home after a hard day of slaving for
the Jews and I receive the current issue
of RL. I don't even have supper. First
thing I do is sit down and read the
WHOLE paper from beginning to end,
and then I start rereading my favorite sections all over
Ha! Sounds almost like
a testimonial for some advertisement,
doesn't it? But really. We do enjoy RL
very much, even if it doesn't sock it to the
"rich parasites" [Whites] as much as I
would like
please keep it up.
Find a check enclosed for $50
please send as many RL's as you can. We
intend to heat things up in Mo-Town, and
Racial Loyalty is the tool to do it with. We
can handle 2000 papers per month.
Notice the samples of stickers we have
produced. There are 1000 of these with
the C.O.T.C. address on them, and they
work real well.
Finally, I've also enclosed my papers
applying for ordination with the Church.
1 assure you that I will do the best job I
can in the struggle for our Race. Best
wishes.

-

-

-

Dear Creators,
1 a m almost certain that I live in the
biggest Jew-infested town in the whole
state of JW York. Before I found out
about the C.O.T.C. I had searched for a
g o u p which I could stay loyal to from my
heart. Now that I have dimovered
Creativity, I can stay loyal. Enclosed is
$15 -Please send the LP, "Survival of
the White Race", and the listed booklets.
IT SURE IS GREAT TO BE WHITE!!!
RAHOWA!
Matt Fullshire
New York
Dear Creators:
An entirely new front has been open;
ed in our war against the System. Last
year the National Alliance, a White
racialist educational organization, was
presented with a donation of 100 ohares
of AT&T [American Telephone &
Telegraph] stock by a member, and put
it to use by proposing at the annual
shareholders' meeting that this corporate
giant abandon its program of "AtMmative
Actionn.

The preliminary vote count war approximately the same ar last yearso-we
can estimate that again, about 110,000
pereons voted for us.
On another note of interest to
C.O.T.C. partirans, t h e JanuaryFebruary 1989 National Alliance Bullentin declared:
'The g r e a t a t obrtacle to the rurdual of our mce lr Chrbttmity. EM d t h
all their malice and cunning, the Jew
wouldpoee no m l threat to the m a
it notfor t h d r Chrbtian oallabomton. In
the U.S. j w t ar in South Wca,the Jetor
may be pulling a lot ojrtrtngr behind the
scenes, but the troop in the wrr agoimt
the White Race are mainly White Chrtsf f a ~ f l l l e dwith religiow guilt and o m ed with the need to expiate that guilt by
~ c r @ c i n gtheir own race on the altar of
'equality'.
"Let w n e w forget that Chrlstfanity itself lr an allen, hortfle, racially
d
~
~&~of Jn.hh
t
todgin,
~ and in
thefuture mort of t h a u who hauefallen
under i b spell will conttnue to be our
enemies and the e n e m f a of our race."
Sincerely,
A Racial Loyalist
New York

...

=

...

...

In Memory
It b with much morrow that we muat inform our

Rocky & Debbie
Michigan
Dear C.0.T.C.
I just received the June '89 issue of
Racial Loyalty and enjoyed it very much.
However, while reading letters from other
I was saddened to learn that In
some states they now have enacted laws
dictating what we are allowed to write
and say concerning our racial and
religious views. I a m a Creator from
California where the JOG recently passed legislation banning the sale of certain

firearms. As soon as they persuaded the
traitorous California Governor to sign this
piece of unconstitutional trash, they immediately went to work on new legtelation
to further restrict the sale of firearms.
This rape of our Constitution, especially
as it pertains to our inalienable right to
keep and bear arms, is the first step
towards a police state. In my opinion
every right-thinking White man should
arm himself to the teeth as this trend is
bound to continue. With the way things
are going now, by the time the White
Race comes to its senses, the only way
we will be able to right this Intalerable
wrong is through the barrel of a gun. Best
regards to my Mends at the C.O.T.C.,
and keep up the good work.
Sincerely
Don Faris
California
Dear Pontifex Maximus:
It is a beautiful, sunny afternoon and
I have been reading again your
RAHOWA! THIS PLANET IS ALL
OURS. I now understand why Dr. Revilo
P. Oliver has so much praise for you. We
cannot be eloquent any longer
we
have to be straight, to the point, deadly
in our singlemindedness to exterminate
[Judaism].
Enclosed is a small donation. I wish
keep healthy
you well
Norman Lowell
Malta

-

-

Sympathies aent t o H&@

widow, Maureen, in care

the good fight for you Harry

- Thank for flying the
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Skinhead Front, yet calls himself a
Sodalist; this one can't make up hie
mind! A h , the logo they uoe (the
crucified Skinhead) ir not thein, but
rather belongs to the N.F. Skine in
England
so don't be fooled! There are
a lot of White Power Skinr in Jew York
(mmtly in the hard-core scene) who won't
admit it openly b e c a w of the presrures
of the City. The one thing I have to my
to [confused] anti-White Power and antiFag-Bashing Skinr in: Where ir your rocalled "unity" when YOU don't accept ue?
Send info on how I may become a
minbter in the Church of the Creator. My
son, Scott, (2 yearr old) gives a great big
RAHOWA! to the future!
With Racial Regardr,
Jeremiah Yates
New York

-

And Now
COU~
From the
Dear Creators:
I am very happy to become a
member of the Church of the Creator.
When I firrt read THE WHITE
MAN'S BIBLE (whkh ir what caused me
to write to you in the fint place) I realized that this ir what 1 have been looking
for my entire life. Creativity gives my
Race meaning and, therefore. gives my
whole life meaning.
Even though a t present there are
many different religions and creeds for the
White Man to choose from, I honestly
believe that in the end it
Creativity
which d u prevd, becawe after you have
chased away all the myths and ruperstition@,what You are left with the beauty and dignity of your race, The White
Race.
Please feel free to put me in touch
with any other California Creators. I don't
know if there are any who live In LOS
Angeles but if there aren't, I am sure that
soon change- MYulork a8 a video Producer pub me In
many
White Men who are looking to wrestle
away the mass media from i b Jew controllers and use the media to further the
goals of the White Race.
RAHOWA!
David Cole
California

(Contfnued on Page 8)
Despite massive opposition from the
jewsmedia, leftirt goons, and AT&T
management, a total of 112.663
shareholders (9.96 percent of those
voting, with an average of 453 sharesowned by each) voted for the Alliance
proposal in April 1988-25 percent more
than voted for any other proposal, and 40
percent more than for a proporal to expand the company'r policy of anti-White
discrimination.
On April 19th of thir year, Alliance
Chairman William Pierce travelled to
New York City to present the anti-"Atfirmative Action" initiative again. His address was interrupted by applause from
many of the 6,5000 rhareholdem present,
and verbally opposed by the standard
gaggle of Jews, Blacks, Catholic nuns,
and yuppie-executives.
In conclwion Dr. Pierce stated: ‘'The
White Amedcan majortty are willing to
let themscluer bepurhed around to a certain extent. ..to put up with a certain
amount of uqfafrneea and abuse fn order
to keep the peace-for a while, Not
foreuer." [shades of Rudyard Kipling]

...

'

Skinm Take Note

Dear Rev. Williamr.
I a m very proud to be joining forces
with the C.O.T.C. inthe fight for a Whiter
& Brighter World. I have many Mends
here in Jew York who are also interested
in the C.O.T.C.. Finally, for the Brrt time.
an all-White Church without a criminally insane. fllthy dew for a martyr! I am
now openly urging ALL White Skinheads
to join the Creattvlty Movement as 1have
finally done; this is our Church. our
religion and soon to be our world!
There has been a sudden uprise of a
commie organization called S.H.A.R.P.
(SkinHeads Against Racial Prejudice).
These buttheadr my that they are the
"truen Skinheads and that anyone who is
a White supremist cannot also be a
Skinhead. They also my that fag-bashing
is wrong, hateful, and if you do it you are
a Nazi. Their leaders in NY are Marcus,
a Jewboy nigger lover, and Troy, another
Jewboy who Leads the Anti-Fascist Front.
Troy aiso clralms to head the Natlonaiist

* * * * *
DO W e Really
Want to Negotiate

NEW ORLEANS

- Nation of

could lead to political advance-

egates at the end of the three-day
African-American summit that
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The Wildest Stories Ever To1d
Part XV.of a Continuing Series

The Hokey Miracles
attributed to J.C.
.-

Hi diddle diddle!
T h e C a t a n d t h e Fiddle
The Cow jumped over t h e Moon
The Little Dog laughed to see s u c h sport
And the Dish ran away with t h e Spoon
-Mother Goose,
When we moved from Mexico to the
cold plains of Saskatchewan in the midwinter of 1925-26, 1 was not quite eight
years old. One of the dismal memories of
that period was the agony of starting to
school and learning the English
language. The toughtest part of this
ordeal was getting there. Coming from
the warm, tropical climate of Mexico to
the beastly cold of Saskatchewan in midwinter was not only a cultural shock but
also an environmental shock. I remember
the long cold rides over miles of snowcovered open fields, packed in a box sled
with a passel of other kids a s we set off
for school. As I remember, I nearly froze
to death in the process, and I had
frostbites and chilbains in my toes and
heels. Learning to speak English,
however, was no problem, and I still
remember the Mother Goose jingles a s
set forth in Canadian First Grade Reader,
of which the above verse is one of many.
Jack and Jill went up the hill, Little Miss
Muffett sat on a Tuffet. and so on and on.
All these jingles were graphically illustrated with interesting pictures in color, and after all these years they still stick
in my mind. I can still remember the pictures of the cow jumping over the moon.
the cat playing the fiddle, the dish running away with the spoon and the picture
of the dog laughing at it all. He had good
reason to laugh. It was all a lot of
nonsense, of course.
However, at that age, it was all very
interesting, and what's more, I was gullible enough to believe that these things
really happened. I believed that Mother
Goose was a real person, and that the
cow really did jump over the moon. Why
shouldn't I? It said so in the book, and
showed a nice picture of the cow jumping over the moon. After all, I was not
quite eight years old.
Fortunately, before another year had
passed, I realized that these were merely
jingles, fairy tales that didn't really happen, and that Santa Claus. too, was a
concocted He. By the time I was seventeen I was enrolled in the University of
Sask., and among other subjects I studied
Ancient History. As I did so, I began to
realize that there were a lot of other Fairy
Tales imbedded in our culture other than
Mother Goose. As I studied the religions
of the various civilizations, the Egyptian,
the Greek. the Roman, I came to an important conclusion, namely that the
religious teachings with which I had been
indoctrinated were a s mythical as were
the Greek and Roman gods of Zeus,
Jupiter and all the rest of that cabal. At
seventeen. I had matured enough to
realize the difference between fact and Ac-

tion. and was now less gullible than the
millions of people three times my age.
Unfortunately or otherwise, there are
not only millions, but billions of people
that are adult in years, but their minds
are still as irrational and gullible as a littie child's. And that is just the way the
preachers would like to keep their flock
of sheep. "Unless ye become as little
children ye cannot enter into the kingdom
of heaven", saith the Lord. Although
when they become adults these sheep
may. too, have studied Ancient History,
geology, geography, math and science,
there is still a major section of their
cranial grey matter that insists on clinging to silly fairy tales that their common
sense tells them are ridiculous. They call
it "religion" and proudly describe it a s
their "faith". Among this heterogenous
group of gullibles are the Christians, who
believe in a mythical Christ of which
there is no more historical evidence than
there is of Mother Goose, who purportedly performed a myriad of miracles as
hokey as any of the Mother Goose stories,
such as the cow jumping over the moon.
They believe them because they are in
print and their bible says so, and that is
reason enough, they reason.
Let us examine some of these wild
stories that are simply accepted a s
miracles, and neatly covered by an allexplanatory blanket passage "With God
all things are possible". S o with this
blanket in hand, let us now sail into orbit.
One of the first miracles that Jesus
purportedly pulled off was to be born of
a virgin mother, a fairly neat trick in itself.
It made his mother. the Virgin Mary,
whether real or mythical, undoubtedly
the most touted woman in history.
However. wen this story is somewhat
fudged. Depending on which chapter of

the bible you choose to read, it will tell
different versions of the same episode. In
one place it will tell you that the Holy
Ghost, the Super Spook himself, just out
of the clear blue sky, descended upon
Mary and impregnated her. Never mind
that she was already married to Joseph.
Ordinarily, the bible would call this kind
of thing adultery with a married woman,
but then the Super Spook could do no
wrong, now could he? Even when he
commits mass murder and drowns all the
people in the world, people he himself
supposedly created, he could do no
wrong. After all, they were only a bunch
of lousy sinners. and therefore and ips0
facto, the bastards deserved to be drowned, right? However, if he fornicated with
a little Jewess called Mary, how does this

,

THE SUPER SPOOK CAN DO NO WRONG.

still leave her a virgin, and is it still really
a virgin birth? Hardly. The Jewish scribbiers glorify this kind of fornication and
adultery with a fancy name and call it the
Immaculate Conception. Tricky, Mcky.
Then, in another place in the bible
it says that Joseph, after he had married
Mary, found to his surprise that someone
had gotten to her first, and that she was
already pregnant, and that he secretly
thought of abandoning her. In another
chapter the New Testament will tell you
that yes, indeedy, Joesph was the father
of Jesus, and proudly traces his lineage
to the seed of David, and wow! what an
honor that is, to be a descendant of this
murderous, whore-mongering Jew who
fornicated with Bathsheba, the wife of
Uriah. The fact that Uriah was a faithful

Purpose of this Series

1

L

soldier in David's army doesn't seem to
bother this Jewish paragon of virtue too
much. In fact, he had ~ r i a hmurdered
under cover of battle, so as to get him out
of the way, and he, David, could have
clear sailing and make time with his
widow.
S o there you have the different versions of the story of the Virgin Mary, the
Virgin Birth and the whole pot of crock.
Take your choice, if you are gullible
enought to believe any of it.
We now move on to other tall stories.
these so-called 'miracles" a t which Christ
is supposed to have been such an expert.
Most of these are as wild and silly as the
Mother Goose rhymes, but not nearly a s
innocuous, since so may of them make
a big to do about spirits, spooks, devils

The overriding goal of the Church of the Creator is the
survival, expansion and advancement of the White Race, and
the immediate goal is to free the White Race from the
worldwide yoke of Jewish tyranny. In order to achieve both
goals it is necessary to build a massive, powerjbl movement
that can smash the Jewish monster. Before the White Race
can ever be in a position to unite, polarize and build such a
power structure it willfirst have to get its thinking straightened
out. This it can never do as long as it entertains in its innermost thoughts that most diabolical of all mind-scramblers,
Jewish Christianity. By using ridicule and exposing this idiotic
age old spooks-in-the-sky-swindle,we believe we can best help
lead the White Race back to sanity, common sense, and a
healthy, constructive attitude towards its own best interests.

1
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and raising people from the dead, and all
that there kind of hocus-pocus. Many of
them are retold in different versions that
evidently relate to the same incident but
flagrantly contradict each other in details.
Let us start with the story of the "unclean
spirits" and the herd of swine, as an
example.
In Mark 5: 1 , 2 and 13it says: "And
they came over unto the other side ojthe
sea, into the country of the Gadarenes.
And when he (Jesus) was come out of the
ship, immediately there met him out o j
the tombs a man with an unclean
spirit And the unclean spirits went out,
and entered the swine; and the herd ran
violently down a steep place into the sea
(they were about two thousand) and were
choked in the sea."Poor swine. What had
they done to deserve such nasty treatment? Also what a waste! 2000 porkers
down the drain.
In what is obviously the same story.
Mark 8: 28 and 32 tell it somewhat
differently:
"And when he was come to the other
side into the country of the Gergesenes,
there met him two possessed with devils,
coming out of the tombs, exceeding
.fierce And he said unto them, Go. And
when they (the devils) were come out,
they went into the herd of swine: and,
behold, the whole herd of swine ran
violently down a steep place into the sea,
and perished in the waters."
S o we see that the same purported
story has serious discrepancies, depending on who is telling it. This becomes
rather ridiculous. especially when the
(Continued on next page)
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HOKEY MlRACLES
(Continued from Page 6)
preachers spreading this kind of claptrap
claim that everything in the "Holy Scriptures" is the word of God, that he guided
the little J w i s h
that wrote it, and
was damn careful that it was meticulously
accurate when he got through editing it.
S o the spook peddlers claim. But then
why is there only one man in the one story
and two in the other version? And why is
the locale in the first story set in
Gadarenes, and the next in Gergesenes?
The obvious answer, of course, is that the
whole book is a random and disjointed
collection of myths and lies, concocted by
a passel of Jewish scribblers, whose identity is now, and forever shall be,
unknown. Furthermore, whoever the
authors were, they were too stupid to
keep their stories consistent, relying instead on the gullibility of their readers to
swallow all this garbage wholesale a s is.
If you care to read a third garbled
version of the same story, turn to Luke 8:
27. But we have wasted too much time
on this miraculous spooks and swine
story already, so let us move on and see
what other mcky ~OCUS-POCUS the Jewish
scribblers have managed to dream up for
their wandering and foot-loose magician
and what else J.C. had up his sleeve in
the way of "miracles".

The scribblers claimed he could
make blind men see, and here again they
get their stories garbled, depending on
whose version you read. In Mark 10: 46,
52 it says: "And he (Jesus) went out of
Jericho with his disciples and a great
number ofpeople, blind Bartimaeus, the
son of Timaeus, sat by the roadside begging. And when he heard that it was
Jesus of Nazareth, he began to cry out,
and say, Jesus thou son of David haue
mercy on me."

begging, no mention of Bartimaeus.
Anyway, no big problem. Our magic
healer just says the word and their sight
is as good a s new. One person, two people, who cares? It makes a good story.
If we want to pursue these kind of
shenanigans further there is a whole list
of goodies on the menu. Of course, there
is no evidence they ever happened, nor
is there any evidence that an itinerant
magician resembling Jesus Christ
wandered the-countryside at that time,
but only a compilation of wild stories of
1 unknown origin and garbled a s hell. He
I fed a multitude of five thousand with a few
# loaves of bread and a couple of stinking
raw fish. He turned water into wine.
(Such a deal! If today's Yids could
duplicate this kind of trick, they could
make millions!) He walked on water.
(During Lyndon Johnson's regime a joke
was being circulated that Lyndon, too,
was learning to walk on water, but it too
had no basis in fact.) He raised people
from the dead. He consorted with the
devil at the top of a mountain, and he flew
through the air with the greatest of ease.
Yak! Yak! Yak!
AND I'LL TELL THE TOWN FOLKS
1s any of this garbage true? Not likeYOU MADE ME "SEE AGAlh.":
# ly. They have as much evidence (or as Iit4 tle) a s the Mother Goose rhymes such a s
Matthew 20: 29.30 tells it different- the cow jumped over the moon. If you can
IY- l l ~ e r eare two men sitting there and cripple your adult mind to be as gullible
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SET-UP IN CHINA
The Chinese are Coming!
It seems the deceit and cunning of the Jew knows no bounds. To most of
the befuddled world, recent events in China, it would seem, just happened. The
Chinese communist government, like their Russian counterpart, s o our Jew orchestrated papers would have us believe, became more lax, and the Chinese
students, like the rest of the Chinese people, just spontaneously assembled in
Tiananmen Square by the millions to express thier hunger for "democracy" and
freedom. Doesn't everybody?
Practically everybody in the United States and the world who has followed
the events of the recent Chinese uprising believes this scenario. However, there
are some serious flaws in this projected set-up. For one thing, you don't whip
a million students into a state of agitation where they all assemble spontaneously
in China's main square without previous long-scale planning and trained leadership. No, this revolt did not happen overnight nor without a great deal of financing behind it. Secondly, there isn't one chinaman in ten thousand who knows
the meaning of the word "democracy" (nor an American either for that matter)
and really gives a damn for the concept of democracy. Earlier this year Chinese
students didn't demonstrate "democratic" principles when they bashed the nigger
exchange students who had eyes for their Chinese women. In fact, most
chinamen who might have heard the word "democracywand are asked its meaning would probably say that it was some alien concept repugnant to the Chinese
and their culture.
S o how did it happen that a million Chinese students assembled in the heart
of Beijing and started shouting "Western" (English only for American TV
cameras?) slogans? How did it happen that the Communist hierarchy was seemingly indifferent to such a heretical uprising for a number of weeks and then
suddenly let loose the armed troops and started mowing down the unarmed
students with real machine guns? Wasn't that a nasty thing to do? Didn't that
enrage the "democratic" peoples of the world? Surprise! Surprise!
To those of us who have studied the Jewish modus operandi (M.O.) for
the last several decades and have followed the upheavals in any number of other
countries
Cuba, Nicaragua, Panama, Vietnam and a score of others, it is
no surprise at all.
Let us keep our eye on the ball. What is it that the Jews are trying to accomplish? What is it that they are not only trying, but actually achieving, with
amazing success? The answer, a s any Creator could tell you, is: the Jew is
fanatically bent on destroying the White Race, by any and every means possible. Kill the best first! We have already described in great detail how the trlbe
of Judah managed to bomb, massacre, starve, deport and bastardize a major
segment of the German people in the Awnge Dresden! series of articles. We
have already spelled out any number of times how, after the defeat of Germany,
they immediately moved to perpetrate a similar fate on the rest of the White
nations of the world, especially America. How can they bring down America?
Again, the deceit and cunning of the Jew knows no limits, and they will, and
are, using evey means at their disposal to bring about the total collapse of White
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a s a five year old, you can manage
somehow to insult your intelligence and
believe all this hocus-pocus. However. if
you want to play these kind of silly games,
why not stick with Mother Goose?
Nobody really knows who concocted the
Jewish bible nor who wrote the Mother
Goose stories, but there are two cardinal
virtues the Mother Goose stories have
that are not inherent in either the Old
Testament nor the New. One is the
Mother Goose stories don't pretend to be
anything more than jmt plain childish fun
and games. The other is, they don't contradict their own stories. If they say that
the cow jumped over the moon in one
story, they do no screw it up by saying it
was a horse or a goat that did the caper
in another version.

B.K., P.M.

-

"It is our d u t y t o
ridicule that which is
ridiculous when such garbage
is
deceitfully
disseminated as the 'Gospel
Truth'."
-

'

civilization. One means is to promote race-mixing. This they have promoted with a
vengeance, not only by propaganda, but also by subsidizing the niggers already in this
country so that they will breed to their hearts' content at the expense of the overburdened
and hard working White American taxpayer. The Jew controlled government has
augmented this further by "legally" enforcing such "civil rights" laws as "open housing", "affirmative action", unlimited welfare, and in general, enforced integration in every
segment of our lives.
What has all this to do with what is happening in China today? A great deal, and
we are now coming to our main point. Communism is a Jewish invention from beginning to end. Jewlsh Communism took over China in 1949, forty years ago. In order to
do so, Mao tse tung, whom the Jews used as their stooge in China, ruthlessly killed
off, it is estimated, between 40 and 60 million of his enemies. Mao is now dead and
as elsewhere, Communism has been and is, a dismal failure. But let us remember that
in the enslavement of the peoples of the world, the Jews' main target and prime obstacle
still is the White Race, and that last great bastion of the White Race, the United States
of America.
As we mentioned, one of the many destructive programs utilized by the Jews to
destroy the White Race is to mongrelize the White Race into a massive sea of brown
zombies, and the flooding of the United States with mud peoples is one powerful method
of accelerating such a program.
So, what better way to allow all these mud peoples to flood into the United States
than to play on the stupid-"Christian compassion" of the white people? Make them
feel sorry for the "refugees" from all these tyrannical regimes that the Jews themselves
instigated! This the Jews have sucessfully done in dozens of countries. In fact the United
States is the No. 1 sucker haven for all the destitute mud races of the world.
Now where is there a more massive reservoir of mud peoples
than the subtontinent of China? There are more than one billion,
that's a thousand million, son, there in that miserable country of
China, and 99 percent of them would love to scramble to the
United States. Millions of them already have done so. But they
need a "moral" issue, they used to be "refugees" from a tyrannical
government to really open wide the flood gates into our fair country. What has happened in China in the last month provides the
perfect scenario, almost as if it was scripted in Jew Hollywood
itself. We will see many more scenes of killings, shootings. brutality
on our TV screens, and I predict our Jew controlled government
will indeed open wide the floodgates to endless hordes of stinking, yellow Chinese. What better and quicker way of drowning
what is left of White America in a flood of mud? It will happen
just as planned, and a s this issue of Raclal Loyalty goes to press
developments are rapidly unfolding to insure sanctuaty in the U.S.
for all Chinese students (over 40,000) now "studying" here. If our
readers will remember. about a year ago we told you of the million
Chinese agricultural workers who were brought to this country
(by JOG) last year ostensibly to pick produce (which the White
Man has decided he is too good to pick himself). It now appears
that JOG may have been just softening us up a little and testing
the waters as to how much more the "melting pot" was prepared
to take. As "Operation Chinese" falls into place, remember what
Racial Loyalty has been telling you all along about it.

B.K.. P.M.
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THURSDAY

MONTANA B-1

Dear Pontifex and Haeta Primus,
June 15, 1989
TAMPERING WITH THE MAIL
COMES AS NATURALLY TO THE JEW
AS GOING TO SLEEP.
Any readers intending to correspond
with Rev. Rudy Stanko could possibly use
--.- -.-.- -.
the following information: There is a litriclr, u l w <!elivcrr h o l l ~pr\per\ l o :I :olol ol' ol' ~ l i crhe lube\. \\lric!i n1r. rc\ervrd Tor
By JOHN STROMNES
11ie (le;ivcr?. o!' 11!:1I tie\\\p:!per.
:thnt~t I 5 0 ~LI\I~IIII~I
i n tbc\lcrli 1
1tllcr:ll
!I,,:Mts
,,,,
tle known form EVERY POST OFFICE
"7'he Illhe.; :ire for our rsclt~niveuse
:111(1 any I'urtllr,r use i \ urtnurhorircd," s:~~cl
has. It is called a "MAIL LOSS-RIFLING
l'l11l 1ll:the. M $ s \ o u l ~ : ~pnu h l i ~ l i c r . "\\'?'re
w!lIillp lo !:the !epal ;1ct,o11 ny:iinr! whoREPORT" (Form 1510) and if after say
Ille\'c! ir rc.;pc>n\~blc i f il r c o c c u ~ \ . "
about 20 days you don't receive a reply
I<c.;po~~s~h~lii!.I'or l l l e circula t i u : ~ o!
the printed rni~rter could !lo! be ininiellifrom Rudy, you can fill out one of these
:~lely( l e ~ e r ~ i i i ~ ~"li:lci:~l
cd.
Loy:tlly" can be
ordered I'or $15 per 100 topic\ I'rolll
forms and the port office will mail it to
"('hurcli o f the ('restor :!I 11s \Vorlil CFIIhim for you free of charge (be sure to date
l c r - E d i t o r \l1iIlW l ~ i l e\\'illi:im\ II.I'."
111 0110, N.C.. n c r o r d i ~ ~lgo i n f o r t ~ i : l l i c l ~
the original letter you send Rudy so this
prililed i n tlic 1:1hloii1. 'Slle 0110 p l ~ u ~ i r information can be included on the 1510
I
form). The form a s h if the intended reci- I
ARE TARGETING OREGON!!!
pient has received the letter in question. very successful.
It was about 2 to 3 minutes in length.
A postage free envelope is also provided
For family, Folk, and the future,
More Flag Talk
The gist of it was that these racist groups
with the 1510 and Rudy can let the inJost
were moving into Oregon, primarily into
quirer know if he received the letter or
N.S. Kindred Dear P.M. & H.P.:
You guys are a breath of fresh air!! the Portland area. They were selling
not. As you know JOG is going to try and
P.O. Box 887
I have fairly devoured most of the 8 automatic weapons and drugs as a means
isolate Rudy as much as posdble. so soAlleghany, CA 95910
books and back issues of RL you sent. of financing their operations, and were
meone in your organization should keep
The two that have imprereed me the most also inclined to commit armed robberies.
track of all letters Rudy didn't receive. Dear Kinsmen,
Will you consider marketing the are THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE and The usual crap, right? But what I found
Your readem should send you a copy of
any 1510's which state, "WE WERE Church of the Creator flags. With all of SALUBRIOUS LIVING. NATURE'S to be of special intereet: although COTC
UNABLE TO LOCATE THE ARTICLE. the uninformed morons crying about their ETERNAL RELIGION certainly deserves was never mentioned either by name or
IF LATER FOUND YOU WILL BE AD- flag being desecrated. perhaps its time we top billing, too, for its additional detail; direct reference, the White Man's Banner
was prominently displayed in several
VISED. THIS INFORMATION HAS Creators fly ours! I'd like to buy one and it fleshes in the others admirably.
I
thought
I
might
be
writing
to
you
shots.
BEEN REFERRED TO THE POSTAL fly it.
What strikes me as pertinent is that
INSPECTION SERVICE FOR REVIEW
Seriously, some considerable criticism about flawBen Bolt ed premises, unrealistic expectations, etc. the media and the Bigot Task Force (or
AND IF ADDITlON.4L INFORMATION
IS NEEDED, YOU WILL BE CONCalifornia that 1 expected to find. I'm really whoever supplied this info) were slammfrustrated! Cannot flnd hardly enough er- ing POLITICAL ACTIVISTS (skins. etc.),
TACTED." or "WE DID NOT LOCATE
THE ARTICLE AND THE ADDRESSEE
ED. NOTE - We're way ahead of rors to mention in COTC materials. Pon- while dragging the glorious Banner into
FAILED TO REPLY TO OUR INQUIRY. you, Ben. U you% notfce on page 10 of tifex has just done a superb job of putting this 'mess'; implying all eorts of awful
YOU MAY WISH TO CONTACT THE this paper, we now o#er S'x 5', 10[b per- thls a11 together. There will no doubt be things about COTC members. This appears to me to be a classic opportunity to
ADDRESSEE,
REQUESTING cent cotton, embroidered (both sides) e v o l v e m e n t s - c o n s t r u c t i v e
time as White enjoy a little publicized rebuttal. and
Creatfuityflags. We have our own little developments-over
COOPERATION IN THIS MATTER."
When I think of all the precious time "Betsy R m * tucked away making these geniuses contribute more and more to the other agressive 'defense'.
I wasted going to church, because of hbtorfc flags as fort or we order them. program. But as it is it is one hell of a
ED. NOTE - Thanks, Jim, for
Jewish fables, it makes me want to tell Due to a limited quantfty we are oferlng good start!
As stated in a previous letter, my first everythlngl Theflag q m e n t you mmtfon
the world. Enclosed please find conwibu- these to our Ordained Mfnbtmjimt, then
tion of $120.00 for the continuation of to our general membership. Itg#tfme to concern (what I perceive HAS to be ac- is the same one Joe Grcgo speak of, proyour important work.
get that ordfnatfon applicatfon in, Ben, so complished first, before any significant duced by a Tuba, OK TV statfon durfng
RAHOWA! you can get in on all the added perks a progress can be made) is the breakdown Aryan Feet. It'sfunny how wmethlng like
of badly muddled thinking. Obviously the that makee the r o u n b of the controlled
The Mailman Creator Minister enjoy8.
Bobsy twins- Jewlsm and Christianity- media and is dlrtorted s o by juxtaporing
California
presently have a stranglehold on the with other unrelated mfpits. What's funminds of our race. Before we can go any nier is that the flag in question, when
Dear Hasta,
Dear Church of the Creator:
Hello Mend! Thanks for the record appreciable distance further, that video-taped in OK on May 28th, was the
Thank you for sending us your ex- you sent and your good words about the stranglehold HAS TO BE BROKEN. only one of its kind in exbtence at that
pose of Harold Covington, and your three gathering. I wish that there weren't so Jewish Christianity haa to be dismantled, time and is now being used as the vbual
issues of Racial Loyalty.
many miles between us and that we could and the sooner the better. That can be symbol of White resistance. We won't
We don't know how we ever got on get together more often. It's been a very done most effectively by ridicule or the argue with that.
Covington's mailing liet in the first place, busy few weeks since Aryan F a t and straight reporting of the facts (or a com(Continued on Page 11)
or how we have remained on it for so we're gefflng ready for our Summer get- bination of both). You guys are pastlong. At first we were mildly interested in together. We are also planning on a Fall masters at using the ridicule tactic! Wish
his new "solution" to the racial problem. gathering this year along the same lines I had that talent. Maybe Ill learn as I go
Later, we were amused to learn that his as Aryan Fest.
along. Christianity is vulnerable not only
"new" ideas were merely the dismal resurI was most i m p r d by the courtesy from the gross contradictions in its sacred
rection of the Southern Confederacy. But and dignity of all CREATORS a t Aryan scribblings, but also from historical
when he started in with the christianity, Fest. A real crew of warriors and authenticity.
Movement gaining momentum
we were repulaed.
gentlemen! Glad we could meet and I
I'm going to rely on THE WHITE
monthly, it%getting harder for us to
Like you, we understand that chris- wish we could have spent more time on MAN'S BIBLE and Radal Loyalty to do
pick our "Creator of the Month"
tianity is a major part of our race's pro- discussing matters of grave importance. my little part t o break down the
based on who gets us the best
blem, and eo we have nothing to do with Tom Metzger said the same, wishing we widespread reliance on JewlChrlstian
publicity in the previow month. The
organizations, or indMduals, that con- could have sat down and %sitedm more. dogma and mysticism. I certainly can't
article featured in the box above is
cern themselves with the dead Jew. In
Your campsite (with Creator Flag By- say it any better (or any cheaper).
an example of GOOD publicity,
fact, we have a very strong stance against ing) was featured on the local news while
Am enclosing 550.00 cash. Please
even if you can legally pull the stunt
christianity. We especially like Ben a breathless nigger newspereon describ- send 8 WMB and 12 SALUBRIOUS LIVwhich generated it only once. Rev.
Klaasen's analysis of bible stories, and we ed the dangerom skinhead meeting in In- ING. My next order will likely be for larger
Slim Deardorff of Montana swears
recommend them to those who have not ola. When you fellows responded to the quantities. RAHOWA!
he doesn't know who the Creator
yet realized their native spirituality.
reporter's question about what the "W
Phantom is who has been stuffing
Cordially,
We are an extended family of Na- stood for, I really got a good laugh! It was
Jim Hazel
Missoulian tubes with RL's, but we
tional Socialists, and our efforts are great! "WHITE RACE-NATURE'S
will be sending him the AWARD OF
Oregon
directed toward the future. Now we are FINEST"! What could be more mUE! P.S. There was an interesting segment
busy with our newly aquired Kindred
White Power, kln~man! on the local Jew-tube last night. On the
home and things are going very well here.
Joe Grego 11o'clock news, evidentally a feed out of
We hope that your efforts there w!ll be
Oklahoma Portland (KRrU),FPAClSTS GROUPS

/ Mineral County residents receive racist fliers
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than a week. This fine gentleman by the Slavic hordes.
AVENGE DRESDEN
name of Fred Bieger, who had suffered
When the Russian armies overran
(Continued from Page 3)
the pangs of cold. and battle wounds on Danzig they promptly and systematicalpaper, which they called military curren- the very edge of the Russian front, told ly set about raping all the women-from
cy, which the Germans were forced t o ac- me that whereas the war years were small girls and children to elderly women
cept a s "payment" for whatever the vic- horrible, the "peacew that followed, dur- as much as 83 years of age. A 50 year old
tors chose to "buy". It was worthless, of ing the first year a t least, was a thousand teacher related that her niece, 15 years
course, merely worthless bogus paper. It times worse.
of age, was raped seven times the day
i s conservatively estimated t h a t
The average American diet is about after the Russians arrived, while her other
altogether between 15 billion and 20 3000 calories a day. A working lumber- niece, 22, was raped 1 5 times the same
billion occupation marks were printed. jack needs as much as 7600 calories t o day. When women of the city pleaded for
This means that the four powers further maintain his weight and health. Studies protection, a Russian offlcer told them to
stole between 2 and 4 billion dollars worth by the University of Minnesota showed seek shelter in the Catholic Cathedral.
of German property for the mere cost of that when intake (by volunteers) was Once securely inside, these treacherous
printing worthless money, issued in reduced to about 1650 calories over a Russian barbarians had themselves a n all
payment.
period of several months, the volunteers night orgy, raping every woman inside
Meanwhile, the Russians, who oc- lost a fourth of their weight, experienced the Cathedral, some more than 30 times.
cupied 4 5 percent of what was formerly fainting spells, dizziness and a feeling of A Catholic priest states: "They even
Germany, dismantled every factory, always being cold. They lost three-fourths violated eight-year old girls and shot
machine and plant that had escaped the of their energy and working ability, and young boys who tried to shield their
ravages of war and shipped them their only interest in life seemed to be the mothers."
eastward into Russia. Not only did they next meal.
It was the same in all the regions
ransack their own zone, but the other
In their deliberate campaign t o overrun by the Communist armies. When
three powerse gratuitously agreed to give starve the German people, the caloric in- Berlin fell, the Commander told his Rusthem 2 5 percent of anything a n d take allowed in the American zone rang- sian soldiers-the women of the city were
everything they could loo? out of their ed from a high of 1550 calories to a low all theirs and to g o to it. This they did
zones a s well.
of 1180 per person per diem. This was. with a vengeance and the only escape the
Nothing was spared, patents, inven- in fact, a program deliberately pursued women had was to commit suicide. This
tions, scientific laboratories and even the with the objective of starving the German thousands of women did, and even before
scientists themselves were appropriated people to death, and starve them they the arrival of the oncoming Russian
by the victors, with the Russians making did. The Brithh, French and Russian hordes many of the most beautiful and
off with the lion's share.
zones were even worse. The result was desirable, anticipating a fate worse than
mass starvation. Infant mortality reach- death, committed suicide.
In the American occupation zone,
Decimation of the German ed a horrifying 90 percent. It was 16 times
as
high
a
s
it
had
been
in
1943.
Ed
the
High
Command saw fit t o bring in
people by a Program
Johnson, correspondent for P.M. 42,000 black nigger troops. a move that
of ~ ~ i istarvation.
b ~ ~ ~Magazine
t ~ wrote a t this time: "Most was no accident. These black savages,
In the previous paragraphs we have children under 10 and people over 60 can- the lowest type of animals, had a higher
already reviewed the horrors of war suf- not survive the coming winter."
crime rate, a venereal disease rate several
fered by the German people; the terrible
Senator Homer E. Capehart of In- times that of the White soldier, and in
fire bombing of Dresden; the massive, diana in a n address before the U.S. general, a propensity for rape and
concentrated bombing and burning of the Senate, February 5, 1946, said in criminal activity. They were deliberately
great city of Hamburg, and in fact, every part.. .*thefact that it has been and con- set loose upon the German women, and
other major city in Germany. Yet, ffnuesto be the de~fbemtepollcyg f a con- even a scoundrel such a s General
remarkable a s it may seem, food reserves fidential and conspiratorial clique within Eisenhower loosely dismissed t h e
were still ample when the war ended, the policy making circles to draw and wholesale raping of the German women
thanks to the discipline, hard work and quarter a nation now reduced to abject by the American G.I.'s a s "The boys were
efficient planning of the German govern- misery this clique, like a pack of hyenas just having a little fun." Some fun! Where
ment and Its people. Once the war was struggling over the bbody entrails 04 a brute force was not employed in the
over, however, this was quickly and corpse and inspired by a sadistic and wholesale rampage, later, a s starvation
drastically changed to one of famine, fanatical hatred. a r e determined to set in (as described in the previous
chaos and the ultimate in death and destroy the German nation and the Ger- chapter) the American G.I.'s traded food,
misery. Under "Alliedw policy, bent on man people, no matter what the conse- bars of soap, chocolate bars, for cheap
vengeance and the decimation of the Ger- quences." Senator Capehart, unfor- and easy sex to the hungry and hopeless
man people, these food stores were tunately, did not identify the nature of the German women who were desperately
deliberately destroyed, and in the Russian clique. We can do s o without fear of con- trying to survive.
Without going into detail, the same
zones devoured by t h e Russian troops or tradiction and point the finger directly a t
the malevolent. cunning and diabolical flagrant program of rape and violence
loaded up and shipped to Russia.
None of this just happened. When hatred of the Jewish Kehilla and Interna- against the women prevailed in the
the "Big Threew,Roosevelt. Churchill and tional Jewry itself, the same criminals French and British zones. Without a
Stalin (sadistic sons of bitches that they that instigated and orchestrated the in- doubt, the policy had been handed down
were) met a t Yalta, they deliberately ternecine and sulcidsl war against the from on high: rape and desecrate every
German female to be found. A whole
planned to starve the German people to White Race in the first place.
death, not because food was not
T h e result was-as intendedbook could be, and should be, written
available, but because in a n orgy of millions of Germans starved to death about this shameful and horrendous
hatred and vengeance they wanted to tor- while ample food supplies from Denmark, episode of atrocities committed by the
ture the German people, and, moreover. Sweden and the United States were "Allied" conquerors, but we do not have
cripple and decimate the German gene deliberatedly withheld by the vengeance- the space here to do so.
pool into insignificance and oblivion. We prone "Allied" victors.
Suffice it to say, it is one of the
all remember the "Morgenthau Plan" to
blackest and most shameful blots on the
reduce the great German nation into a n
of~civilization,
~h~ ~
~
~of
~ahistory
~ and thedWhite Race
i
s a whole. But let us remember-back
insignificant goat pasture, devoid of peothe German Gene
ple. Henry Morgenthau Jr. was U.S.
of it all was the planned and deliberate
Secretary of the Treasury a t the end of the
Also decided by the "Big Three" a t hate of t h e Jewish Kehilla-to destroy
war, and this scurvy Jew was not only Yalta was the ultimate horror, degrada- that which is best, the German gene pool.
privy t o the inner circles of the Jewish tion and damage to be heaped upon the
Kehilla, but also one of Roosevelt's German nation. From the record it is ob@ Conclusion.
closest advisers (if not his boss). Be that vious that the criminals who met a t Yalta
a s it may, on this issue the Jews of the deliberately formulated a diabolical proAs we enter the last decade of the
world were in unision: heap a maximum gram of bastardizing and contaminating Twentieth Century. White Americans are
of misery on the German people! Starve the superior racial strains of the Prussians not interested in the story of what hapthem to death! Kill the best first!
and the Teutons with the inferior genes pened to the Germans after they were
When I visited Germany in 1955, 1 of the American niggers, and French defeated and disarmed. Very few know
had the pleasure and honor to be the Moroccans and Senegalese, and from the the real story. a gruesome story that was
guest of a German businessman for more east, the bolshevized Mongolian and completely h u s h e d up, a n d few
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Americans want to hear about it today.
But we had better learn from history and
realize that what happened to the disarmed Germans then, & in store for the White
people of America and the White people
of the world. What the Jews did to the
Germans was only one further, albeit ma]or, step in their long-danding program
of mongrelitation and destruction of the
White Race. No sooner had the Jews vanquished the Germans when they immediately turned their attention to doing
the same to the very "Allieswwho in their
ignorance and stupidity had helped them
d o t h e dirty deed. T a r g e t e d for
mongrelizatlon and destruction now were
ALL the White countries of the worldespecially the Unlted States. This they did
by shipping in the mud races of all stripes
and colors, into Britain, France, the
Netherlands, the Scandinavlan countries,
and again, especially the United States.
They further exacerbated the program by
massively subsidizing the mud peoples of
the world, by means of the Marshall Plan
and foreign aid abroad, and by means of
huge welfare programs to the niggers in
America herself, all a t the expense of the
White American taxpayer. The result over
the past 45 years has been a massive
population explosion, not of the White
Race, but exclusively of the mud races,
and the United States (as are Britain.
France, the Netherlands, etc.) is being
flooded and ovemun with the mud scum
of the world. The objective is to disarm
the White people, and when t h e time is
ripe. to utilize the overwhelming hordes
of mud peoples to rape, kill and
mongrelize the decimated remnants of
the White Race in a pattern very similar
to what happened to the vanquished and
disarmed people of Germany.
Therefore let us take heed and learn
our lesson well. Destroy the enemy before
it destroys us! Destroy Judaism, the
scourge of the world, before it destroys US!
I f it is morally acceptable t o de-Nazify all
the Germans, 80 million of them, then it
Is imperative that we are justified in deJudaizing the 20 million Jews of the
world-our NO. 1 mortal enemy. DELENDA EST JUDAICA! Let us make sure we
avenge Dresden, Hamburg and all the
rest of the atrocities the Jews heaped on
the great and fine people of Germany. By
so doing we will ensure that a similar fate
is not perpetrated on us and our own
future progeny.
To do s o we must become informed,
aroused a n d organized. H a d t h e
American people in the 1930's done just
that, they would never have gone to war
against Germany. Instead they would
have joined with the Germans and turned their wrath on the mortal enemies inside our own borders-the sinister and
treacherous Jew. Let's not lose any more
time. Join The Church of the Creator.
Help get those first 10 million WHITE
MAN'S
~ BIBLE'S
~ out and~ into theihands
of our White Racial Comrades. Do it now!

@

-

Are YOU tired of being
deceiued and lied to by "your"
political and religious
leaders? Join the C-O-T-C*
and enjoy the pleasure of being around Whitepeople who
don't deny their Race and are
willing to fbhtfor it no matter the cost.
@
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Help us put Ten Million WMB's in the hands of our WRC!
-

When we do, the war is as good as won, and the enemy destroyed.
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'Not Likely a "Whon
'We a r e not Atheists-We
are
Creators
'What is a Spirit?
1 copy
50
5 copies..
.$1.50
100 copies.
$30.00

In order to find out the full story of our movement
read our Basic and Supplementary Books.

...................................
.........................
.......................

NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION
By Ben Klassen. P.M.. published in 1973. 508 Pages. 49 Chapters. Lays
down the basic creed and program for the Survtval, Expansion and Advancement of the White Race. $8.00 Postpaid.

B o o k l e t No. 102- 16 Pagem
The Federal Reserve Board-The Most
Gigantic Counterfeiting Ring in the
World.
1 copy
50
10 copies
$2.50
25 copies
$5.00

THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE

II

II
I

By Ben Klassen, P.M., published in 1981. 451 Pages, 73 Chapters. Expands
and extends the creed and program, and includes the Salubrious Living Idea:
A Sound Mlnd in a Sound Body in a Sound Society in a Sound Environment. $8.00 Postpald.

...................................
...........................
...........................

B o o k l e t No. 103- 12 Pagem

SALUBRIOUS L M N G

Operation Rip-off
T h e World's Ultimate Patsy-The
White American Taxpayer is the prime
target for all t h e scum of t h e world.
1 copy
50
25 copies..
.$6.00
100 copies
$18.00

Written by Arnold DeVries and Ben Klassen. 244 Pages. 22 Chapters. Spells
out our program in detail for Iklng a Natural Life Style and achieving and
maintaining the Ultimate in Superb Health and Wellbeing. 55.00 Postpaid.

...................................
........................

EXPANDING C R E A T M n

........................

Contains the leading articles written by Ben Klassen, P.M., and printed in
the first 12 issues of Racial Loyalty. Published in 1985. 255 Pages. 55.00
each-Cartonof10-S25.00Postpaid.

Booklot No. 104- 16 Pagem
RAHOWA! Battle Cry of t h e

-

BUILDING A WHITER AND BRIGHTER WORLD

White Racial Holy War
1 copy. ................................. 50
10 copies
.$3.00
50 copies.
.$13.00

By Ben Klassen. P.M., published in 1986. 270 Pages. Continues where Expanding Creativity left off. 55.00 each-Carton of 10-525.00 Postpaid.

II

..........................
........................

RAHOWA! This Planet Is All Ours

Booklet No. 105-12 Pagem

By Ben Klassen. P.M., published in 1987. 260 Pages. Continues the leading
articles from issues of Racial Loyalty where Building a Whiter and Brighter
World left off. $5.00 each-Carton of 10-$25.00 Postpaid.

'How t o Overcome t h e Real Haters
'The Meaning of Prejudice and Bigotry
'Love a n d Hate
1 copy
50
25 copies...........................$6.00
$18.00
100 copies

..................................

THE KLASSEN LETTERS, VOL. ONE

I

........................

Traces the evolutionary development of the Founder's ideology as chronicled through his correspondence-1969 to 1976. 292 Pages. $6.00 eachCarton of 10-530.00 Postpaid.

B o o k l e t No. 106- 12 Pages

THE KLASSEN LETTERS. VOL. TWO
New! Just of the Press! Continues correspondence from 1976 to 1981. 276
Pages. $6.00 each-Carton of 10-530.00 Postpaid.

II

EIGHT BOOK PACKAGE- $ 3 0 . 0 0 (Individual cost would
be $48.00-a

s a v i n g of $18.00) P o s t p a i d

THE LATE GREAT BOOK
THE BIBLE

I1

* Booklets *
B o o k l e t No. 38- 16 Pagem

By Nfcholcu Carter
Completely compatible with CREATIVITY
and does much to conflrm our position regarding Christianity and our racial cred...
$5.00

'Russia, Israel a n d T h e U.S.
'Israel's Dastardly 1967 Attack on the
U.S.S. Liberty
'The
Jewish Contribution t o
Mankind-The Hell Bomb
'In The Name of T h e White Race-A
CHRISTIANITY EXPOSED
Declaration
of Independence
By Rev. ChrlsHne M. Johns
A wholarly r d e w of NATURES ETERNAL from Jewish Tyanny
50
RELIGION and analysis of Christianity by an 1 copy
$3.00
Honors Graduate of the University of 10 copies
Nwrcastle-on-the-Tyne. England.
100 copies
$20.00
30 Pages.. ................$2.50

...................................
...........................
........................

-

Booklet No. 45 12 Pagem

THE SCORE
By Rev. Rudy "Butch" Stanko
A compelling documentation of the powerful Jewish meat cartel's attack on thls man's
successful meat packing business. This expose
reveals the hidden dewlsh hand in banking,
the media and the Federal government. Written by a Christian now turned Creator.
389 Pages.. ...................................$7.00

SLAVERY SURVIVES
IN AMERICA
By Rev. Rudy "Butch" Stanko
Rev. Stanko wrote thls expose about
slave labor in our Federal prisons while in
prison himself. This booklet should be on
wery JOG-hater's library.
30 Pages ..................................... $2.50

-

B o o k l e t No. 101 16 Pagem

* Books *

'Superstition a n d Gullibility-The
Achilles Heel of t h e White Race
'Gullibility Rating Quiz
'In T h e Name of T h e White Race-A
Declaration of Independence from
Jewish Tyranny
1 copy
50
10 copies..
$3.00
100 copies..
..$20.00

...................................
.........................
....................

'The Flat Tire Syndrome
'Our Race is our Religion
'Come out of t h e Closet, White Man!
1 copy
50
25 copies..
.$6.00
100 copies........................$18.00

...................................
........................

* Other *
-

CREATlVI'IY BUTTONS
Three colors. 1lh" Diameter.
Package of 4 Buttons ................ $1.00
Belt buckle w/button insert ........$10.00
Bolo tie w/button insert ...........$10.00

FLAG
3'x 5' Creativity Battle Flag. 100 percent cotton. embroidered both eides with the C.O.T.C.
logl. Exceptional quality. First come, first served on this limited supply to Church Ministers
only. Get your order in now for the next batch
we have ..............................555.00

VIDEO TAPE
"RACE & REASON"
with Ben Klassen representing The Church of
the Creator as guest. l/2 hour. VHS, M inch.
Can be run on local cable network in your
area ...$20.00 ea.

RECORD
SURVIVAL OF THE WHITE RACE
40 minute LP record narrated by P.M. Ben
Klassen. Great for recruiting.
Each record ........................ $5.00
Pkg. of 3 records .................$10.00

B o o k l e t No. 107 -- 12 Pagem
White Racial Teamwork
'Goal a n d Soul
1 copy
50
25 copies.. .................. $6.00
100 copies.. ................$18.00

..........................

Published by the Church of
the Creator at i t s World Center

B o o k l e t No. 108- 12 Pagem

Editor-Will

'I Talked With God

P.O. Box 400
Otto. North C a r o l i n a 28763

'Articles for t h e Defense of t h e White
Race
1 copy
.50
25 copies..
$6.00
100 copies
$18.00

.........................
..................
..................

W h i t e Williams.

Leaflets

10 copies ...........................S4.00
50 copies.. .................. .,.....S8.50

+

What i* CREATXVITY?

This flyer gives a brief but comprehensive description of our Movement a n d
'A Few Obvious Questions We would t h e materials available.
like Christians t o Explain with some 100 flyers
$5.00
Sensible Answers
'Why We Indict Christianity S o
CREATRllTY Creed & PIogram
Strongly
on one side. Brotherly love cartoon is
1 copy.
50
on t h e other side.
10 copies ........................... $3.00
100 copies
.$15.00
100 flyers ...................$5.00

Booklet No. 56-8 Pagem

...................

..................................
.......................

.
i

I

H.P.

Church of the Creator
P.O. Box 400

+

I

SUBSCRIBE TO 'RACIALLOYALTY"
TODAY!!
AND ALSO SEND FOR R
Cepy or- ' mWHILE
~ MAN'SOIOLE':

1

Racial Loyalty
BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS
(Contfnued from Page 8)
Dear Pontifex Maximus & Hasta Primus:
We Creators say: To hell with JOG'S
flag, which became a symbol of racemixing; we Creators have got our own
flag, which proudly proclaims: WHITE
PEOPLE AWAKE! SAVE THE WHITE
RACE!
Creatively yours,
A White American
California

Poison (chemical warfare), on the
other hand, is deadly silent. S o is
bacterlologlcal and germ warfare.
Above all these is a weapon which
requires more mastery and expertiae to
utilize and h a s murdered and incapacitated more of our Race than all the
other weapons combined. This weapon is
PROPAGANDA! Need I say more?
RAHOWA
Mark Marlow
Indiana
m

einitioq

-

ED. NOTE
Our readem will be
Fanatic-. highly
hearing more, much more, jkom the
valued individual who
outapoken, but tuned-in "White
American" next month In Racial Loyalty will not change him mind
aa we let him expound on the rubject of and will not change the
propaganda. 11 it goulble that CreatfuC
ty haa found it'. Q?' 7 Will loc flnd out mubject.
d
the fdentfty of our mystery Creator, the
"White American"? Get thoae RL Dear Creators,
RL is great! But take it eary on the
renewal. in and be theflrat on your block
to know the anrrucra to thcse queatfona. Klan guys... lots of them are my best
Mends. They will eventually come around
to our point of view. The J e w laugh their
heads off when they see inflghting. $2 and
On Enemy Toll
two mailing labels enclosed
please
send
copies
of
the
booklets,
The
Federal
Effectivmemm Factor
Reserve Swindle and Rumia, Israel and
Dear P.M. & H.P.:
the U.S. and C.O.T.C. Intro packet to
On E.T.E.F.-In addition to requir- each.
881
ing marksmanship skills, GUNS are
H. Heinz
slow. No matter how accurate, expensive
Michigan
or rapid firing a cartrige flring weapon is. Greetings White Patriots:
you can still hit only ONE person at a
It has come to my attention that you
time (one, two, three...). Even if you line are helping to abolish the problems inup a bunch of niggers against a wall, one festing our nation.
in front of the other as in proper
I would like to extend an invitation
welfare-line formation, and then shoot to you to join with the Invisible Empire,
them shishka-bob style (into the front of Knights of the Ku Klux Klan to help
the first, out his back and into the front abolish these problems.
of the next, etc.) you may conserve a few
The leadership of the IEKKKK,
bullets, BUT you're still only hitting them Realm of Texas, feel that the Church of
one a t a time. Therefore guns are the Creator, if Joined with our Great
SPEClALlTY weapons of limited use, American Movement, will become the
concealable for self defense/offense, or rulers of the world!!
for picking out precise individuals out of
For Race and Country
a crowd.
Bill Latham, Grand Dragon
The only way to kill many people all
Realm of Texas
at once, instantly and in the same milJisecond is to blow them up, BOOM! (Big
ED. NOTE We are concerned onnothing elaef
mushroom cloud with Jewish beanies ly with the White world
twirling a t its top). But explosives are We are excited about the changcr for the
quite loud.
,
better that are taking place within the

-

-

From France

From Francz

-

486

f ~ ~ v &

T h e intelligence [)car r r ~ c n i j s :
\ve u:re yo111 i r A \ r o s l o uilr
report pictured to the
was sent C " ~ . ? I . I O I I L O ~ I ~ C31s.
I . A"" L C S a n ~
1
right and
(rorn KESTEIIN SEIIVICES. Ltd.
us by the foremost (P.0 . Box fj 22630 fvran, France).
technical expert on the
\?'e'd be g l a d 10 k n o w how l o
fabled holohoax. Dr. join llle Cl>urchO I I ~ CCreator and
Robeft Faurisson. Talk 1 0 L11il:i up a c h a p l c r i n his !
about "racial loyalty", 'u"n."''.ro 11e.jr I r t j n ~ b80u u.ill be a
this is t h e kind of
,,,,,,,,
information-sharing so '
Y G I I I S cordially.
necessary to our struggle. Thanks, Dr. Bob!
Calzi is one would-beCreator who is now
neutralized.
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Carlom Strikes Back
Dear C.O.T.C.,
Thank you very much for the
newspapers and books. I had seen a copy
of NATURE'S ETERNAL RELIGION, in
fact I still have it, it was given to me by
Dominic Lewitzky of the National
Sodalist White People's Party in 1979 or
1980. j u t before he committed auicide.
I have not had time to read your
material carefully; I think the books and
leaflets are superior to the newpaper;
much of it is extremely crude in appearance and style; but as far as I undarstand it, 1 must say I agree with you 100
percent. I think this material is actually
logical; orighal; and on very sound
historical ground. It Is very convincing;
it is honest; it suggests many things I had ble shrinking NDF (we P. 4 of RL NO.
never thought of, and changes many of 48). Since roc had never heard of Mr.
my ideas almost immediately, almost a t Porter, but Gallo unwittfngly provided U 8
a glance. It is utterly free of preten- with his addreaa, roc aent him some
tiousness. It covers a wide range of sub- literature and thla (much-shortened) letjects easily and apparently, competently; ter is what we got back. Thanks Gay!
I think to have so many original ideas,
Klassen must be really something of a Dear P.M. & H.P.,
genius. Unfortunately the appearance of
What's going on? I Just got a letter
it will cause many people to think it is the from Dirty (as a Jew) Harry. It is CLEAR
product of a semi-literate moron with a to me that Harold Covington is either a
third-grade education. [OUCH! Gee. Fed of some aort or a KIKEf Least of all
Carlos, we do the beat we can.]
he is a traitor and deserves to die like one.
It is better to tell the truth as you see
Is the school still on? If so, when? I
it than think about the reaction of am very enthusiastic about going. Write
hypothetical audiences; if you change back a s soon a s you can!
your style to be popular or acceptable you
Death to the Jews!
end up like [Gary] Gallo.
Rev. Matt Hayhow
I was amazed by the series of logical
Ohio
questions you asked Gallo, and I was appalled and disgusted by his mealyED. NOTE 1- Wierd Harold'a Conmouthed evasion of the answers. Par- federate National Congreaa is now
ticularly hypocritical was his distinction defunct. His new Klan group fa a joke to
between personal opinion and political Creators and coqffnnr our thcrfa that he
doctrine; this latter, like faith, means, of is the ultfmate hypocrfte, yet he keeps
course, "believing what you know isn't spreading Ifer and rumor8 a b o u t
true".
C. 0.T. C. to anyone whorc addreaa h e
If Gallo is typical of what education h a . We want copicr of a11 thcre letters
does to the human mind, I prefer (and envelopes) aa roc mount our legal
rednecks.
defcnre (and offcruc) agoinat t h b uindicI think it is a mistake to call Cov- Hve charlatan. Have a "ceau and deabt"
ington a hypocrite; rather, he is, in my order aent Jrom your Portmuter to hia
opinion, a brilliant writer with an unstable directing that he quit h a r m i n g you
personality who is a terrible Judge of through the U.S. Mail. Obtain a n injuncpeople..
Hon with the phone company ff he is
The trouble with these people is that badgering you or calling and hanging up
if You tell them ~ o l i t ethat
l ~ You are not (like he haa done to IU). The k t thing
interested, you continue to get reams and you can do la ignore him and come on
reams of their stufl; if you are impolite you down to the School and do poritfve works
get abusive letters and more junk; so you for the White Race. H.C. h a already
have to be RUDE.
hung himuU through h h many peurlle
I do not have any copies of my own acNon8 and doun't need anymore help
books [which YOU ~ u e s t e d at
l the mo- from Creaton. By the utay, P o n e b not
merit. If You buy one, make Sure You get hiding in Ftorlda (or anywhere e1u)from
the IHR version and not Geroge Dietz's Harold'r 1-1
onrlaught, and H u t a did
version, with a yellow cover, published not np ~arold'. barr that the JDL u ~ gou
under a pen name; I think Dietz must ing to curcrult hI. b w i n e u with AK47'a
have captured his printing press a t Stal- became of H.C.'r political actfvftlcr. It'a
ingrad. [Join the crowd, George. You've too bad he lort hhjob, but it had nothing
juat been Porterfzed.]
yours, to do with anything roc did. And, ytr, the
carlos porter School For G W Bop I.rtfll on in rplte
~
~ of H.C.'r
l
m t ~y mmora
i on C.O.T.C.'s
~
~
motfucrJor building the rchaol. We don't
ED. NOTE Mr Porter waa the know WHAT he I., but to m y t h b boy haa
subject of an exchange betureen the an unatable pcrronallty is putting it quite
C.O.T.C. and G a y Gallo of the kcredi- mildly. Forget him!

-

<(l'i!y

fi1c,>

July 1989

w r i o w Klan otpanlrattonr. It Ir obvious
Now HERE'5 THE RULE
that a new b m d qfleadership Ir coming
YOU
WHITES WILL NOT BE ALLOWED
to the fore and they h a w their ~doritfes
To D E F M ~YOuR SELVE A N D You
8 t m f g h t . T h e M e 1 k o n i a n r * B o d ~ * a nMUST
d
F\NANCIALL\I SUPPORT
Couingtoru thfr "moucment" lo'' be NIGGERS ...GOOKS... KI Kf S AND SPICS.
swallorocd up in the wake aa RACIAL
LOYAL* & THE ETERNAL LAWS OF
NATURE diaplace rupcmtttfon and faYh
N~GGERS ANYTHING GOES :
in a dead Jew a8 the moHvaHngforce In
WHITES, RAPE lyHlTE 5 , STEAL
FROM WHITES. DESTROY WRITE
our struggle.
AMERICA. OK ...NOW GO FOR IT!!

.

,I

-
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IN THE LIGHTER VElNeem
Ridicule is frequently employed with more power
and success than is severity. - Horace

CREATORS VIEW THE N E W S
his Creator was
raised in a home which
was at least third generation Presbyterians and

of the family. Sad to say,
but most of my relatives
still cling to both institutions like a bad habit. It
is amazing to me that the

Presbyterian Moderator

Nigger Ron Brown
Democratic Party Head

Wake up White Man! Quit being a sheep and join the only Church
which looks out exclusively for the interests of your Race. The Church of

in the position where we might have to "work" for a n alien, if we can help
it. We ignore them and deal with our own only. Soon we will be educating
our children ourselves - to hell with submifflng our kids to the forced racemixing in JOG'S schools. We will not raise our children around junk food
or Ws or all the other Jew fadrot. REMEMBER! THEY NEED US
WE
DO NOT NEED THEM! Our doors are open to all White people who put
their Race first and want to associate only with their own kind. We welcome
you to join with us and become leaders of our people in your own right.

YOU MEAN THIS ISN'T

-

W.W.W., H.P.

MH(3 STOLE MY

THE WRITE RACE

WONlT BE TOTALLY

6y THE GUTS OF THE LAST NIGGER.

CREATOR QUIZ

SNEAK PRE'JIEW TONITE.
TClE TRfJTH AWUT
AND JEWS.

TI;€UlGGERS

Q. What are the major differences between the two primates
pictured above?
A. The one on the right is better looking, doesn't smell a s bad

